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that uses an external library. The main part of the program is the
include of the library. I used dll helloworld.cpp and it built without any

error. Then I used gcc helloworld.o -lhelloworld and got "library
helloworld is not a dynamic library". Even If I do gcc helloworld.o

-lhelloworld -dynamiclib helloworld.o I get "helloworld is only valid in
link_mode". If I do gcc helloworld.o -dynamiclib helloworld.o, I get

"llvm-gcc-4.8: error: no such file or directory 'include/dyn/dlib.h'". In
the dynlib folder are only two headers.a, one.c and two.h files. I'm

sure it's probably a newbie error, but I'm struggling to find a solution.
Also, even in the past I have been extremely bad with the language,
so trying to understand what's going on. Can you help me, please? A:
libraries are stored in a file called libname.so. The magic used by the
linker is hidden in the ld linker. By default the linker will only search

for libraries that have the same name as the executable. That should
not be the case for you because the ld linker will search

for.so,.a,.o,.run,.bin,... To disable this check you have to define the
-Bsymbolic-functions flag in the linker. This flag is available from ld
v2.17. -Bsymbolic-functions can be define on the command line as:

-Bsymbolic-functions or on the linker setting file as: /usr/lib/ld-
linux.so.2: ELF.note.ABI-tag SHT_NUW ld-linux.so.2 -B
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